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DESCRIPTION LENGTH RRP

1.0m Pr. $119.00

1.5m Pr. $129.00

1.0m Pr. $149.00

1.5m Pr. $159.00

P/M $15.00

1.0m Pr. $229.00

1.5m Pr. $259.00

1.0m Pr. $269.00

1.5m Pr. $309.00

1.0m Pr. $499.00

1.5m Pr. $669.00

1.0m Pr. $269.00

1.5m Pr. $289.00

P/M $39.00

1.0m Pr. $369.00

1.5m Pr. $449.00

P/M $85.00

1.0m Pr. $499.00

1.5m Pr. $649.00

1.0m Pr. $629.00

1.5m Pr. $949.00

The Orchid

Ultra low level signals with a very high resolution are the design 

parameters of our 2.9 mm diameter thin triaxial interconnect. The Orchid 

is in balanced and unbalanced terminated version available. Not 

available on reels due to complex mounting.

Integration 

Hybrid

Being the first member of our state of the art FUSION SERIES of audio 

interconnects, The INTEGRATION HYBRID is a triple shielded 

quadruple core audio interconnect suitable for both balanced and 

unbalanced use. the two stranded metal cores have been replaced by 

four stranded “Fusion Technology” conductors in a so-called star quad 

configuration. Available on 100 meter reels.

The Second

Linear Structured Carbon ® (LSC) quadruple screened twin core 

conductors. With durable light brown HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Produces 

an amazing good sound quality. Not available on reels due to complex 

mounting.

BALANCED INTERCONNECTS (XLR)

D-102 MKIII

Excellent multi award winning balanced hybrid (metal and Linear 

Structured  Carbon®) interconnect. With characteristic yellow-orange 

durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. To be used as single cable, as stereo 

pair or as 6 leads AV-set. Available on 100 meter reels.

The Surf

Our entry level Fusion series coaxial interconnect. Suitable for all RCA 

and/or BNC type audio connections. The perfect combination with our 

"The SUB" subwoofer cable and "The INSPIRATION" high-end speaker 

cable. With intense pink durable HULLIFLEX® jacket. 

First 

Ultimate 

MKII

The centre conductor is made of Linear Structured Carbon®. Outer braiding, 

functioning as screen and signal return, is made of 6 layers of braided LSC 

fibres.  With durable light yellow HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Not available on reels 

due to complex mounting. 

The Bay C5

High Quality Hybrid coaxial cable with L.S.C., coaxial highly shielded 

and mechanically very strong, 5.2 mm diam. cable. To be used as 

interconnect, internal amplifier or mixing console cable. With durable red 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket

The Wave

Coaxial interconnect with a solid core of OFC with dense silver coating. 

It is double screened with woven silver coated OFC strands separated 

with an extra thin metal foil. With durable green HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. 

The characteristic impedance is 75 Ohm.

BOXED CABLES:

UNBALANCED INTERCONNECTS (RCA)

The Name

High Quality Ø 7.3 mm, 75Ω coaxial interconnect cable with a double 

screen and a solid core. The core and the screen are made from pure 

silver coated OFC. The insulation is made of HULLIFLEX®(*) and has a 

cream colour.
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DESCRIPTION LENGTH RRP

1.0m Pr. $399.00

1.5m Pr. $599.00

1.0m Pr. $499.00

1.5m Pr. $699.00

1.0m Pr. $499.00

1.5m Pr. $699.00

1.0m Pr. $999.00

1.5m Pr. $1,499.00

0.6m $169.00

1.0m $189.00

1.5m $209.00

1.0m $119.00

1.5m $149.00

1.0m $179.00

1.5m $199.00

1.0m $209.00

1.5m $239.00

The ISIS

Twin lead 19 strands per lead coaxial cable with a high flexibility and an steel-

wire ground-lead / strainrelief in its centre. With durable bright red 

HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket. Specifically designed to connect a turntable to a 

(phono) pre-amp.

The 

THAMES 

HYBRID

Twin lead with Hybrid 7 strand per lead version of our The ISIS twin lead 

coaxial cable with a very high flexibility and an extra steel-wire ground-lead / 

strainrelief in its centre. With durable dark red HULLIFLEX®(*) outer jacket. 

Specifically designed to connect a turntable with the rest of the system.

The Opto- 

Coupler 

MKII

Optical fibre cable never has any problems, caused by e.g. external electrical 

and/or magnetic interference. Optical fibre is free from any deterioration.  Data 

transmission capacity: > 250 Megabit/second. Connector combinations 

available: Toslink - Toslink (T-T), Toslink - Miniplug (T-M), Miniplug - Miniplug 

(M-M)

PHONO INTERCONNECTS

DIGITAL INTERCONNECTS

The Digi- 

Coupler 75 

Ohm

An on special request constructed very low radiation digital interconnect. An 

amazing 126 dB radiation damping at 1 GHz and 84 dB damping at 4 GHz. 

The impedance is 75 Ohm +/- 0,5 Ohm till 4 GHz. The ideal electrical link 

between any 75 Ohm source and 75 Ohm load. Think about player-converter 

connections. This cable is also very perfect in XY-component, RGB and S-

VHS combinations. With durable gold tone HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket.

The Valley

The 3T Valley is our entry level model with a balanced construction. The two 

centre conductors are made of  21 x 150 micron 3T conductors and separately 

each coated with an L.S.C. Layer to improve the resolution and spatial 

properties. The 3 layer shielding is used for damping of spurious signals.

The Rock 

Hybrid

The 3T The Rock Hybrid is at the moment our most popular balanced 

interconnect. The centre conductors are each made of 12 x 3T conductors: 1 x 

400 micron surrounded by 11 x 150 micron, In total covered with an extra 

L.S.C. coating. The 3 layer shielding is a combination of 2 layers made of 

heavy silver coated copper strands  and 1 layer of L.S.C

The Sea 

Hybrid

Our second 3T coaxial interconnect with technical upgrades compared to the 

3T River Hybrid. The single Hybrid centre conductor is made of a thicker 3T 

single strand conductor with 400 micron diameter and coated with an L.S.C,  

The shielding has beside 40 3T conductors 2 layers of multiple heavy silver 

coated high quality copper strands.

3T BALANCED INTERCONNECTS (XLR)

3T UNBALANCED INTERCONNECTS (RCA)

The River 

Hybrid

Our coaxial entry level interconnect made of  3T conductors. The centre 

conductor is made of 19 strands of 150 micron diameter each. The shielding is 

made of 40 3T strands combined with 2 layers of multiple heavy silver coated 

high quality copper strands.
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MODEL

3T - True Transmission Technology

This is our latest innovation which will change the audio cable world as we know it for sure! The cables based on this technique allow a new 

awareness of extremely high quality signal transmission and excellent sound quality. With all the knowledge we acquired over the years we now 

come up with an amorphous alloy of metals and non-metals that together make a conductor with stunning properties. To name a few: no 

oxidation, no metal fatigue, big strain relief, stable at extremely high as well as low temperatures, no electroplating chemicals involved, very 

flexible and an extremely long life-span.
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DESCRIPTION LENGTH RRP

3.0m $129.00

5.0m $159.00

10.0m $239.00

3.0m $189.00

5.0m $269.00

10.0m $459.00

1.0m $89.00

1.5m $99.00

2.0m $109.00

3.0m $149.00

1.0m $179.00

1.5m $199.00

2.0m $219.00

3.0m $239.00

1.0m $279.00

1.5m $299.00

2.0m $329.00

3.0m $399.00

1.0m $534.00

1.5m $594.00

2.0m $654.00

3.0m $894.00

1.0m Pr. $549.00

1.5m Pr. $599.00

Main 

Stream BS 

Hybrid 

Our 12.5 mm. special quality heavy power cable The MAINSSTREAM BS HYBRID is 

the smaller diameter version of our 15 mm. The MAINSSTREAM HYBRID. The 

MAINSSTREAM BS HYBRID’s 1.69 mm² current leads, as per international standard: 

IEC Publication 335-1, allow a continuous operating current in excess of 16 Amps.

P/M $135.00

USB 

Ultimate

As an increasing number of streaming audio products, applying USB A to B in their 

communications chain, The flat construction of the cable allows us a maximum 

distance. Furthermore, the signal wires are extremely heavy plated silver over OFC. As 

digital signals tend to go to the outside of the cable (the so called skin-effect) the dense 

very pure silver plating is in effect carrying the signal from source to receiver.

POWERCORD CABLE

HDMI              

Flat SE     

(6x Buy)

The HDMI Flat SE is a special edition of our HDMI Flat HEAC. We were able to 

reduce the cost considerably in reference to our “regular” HDMI Flat HEAC. No 

Redmere chip is needed and we can work with AWG 28 strands of tin plated 

high purity Oxygen Free Copper. The downside is this only works up to 3,0 

meter length. Supports display resolutions up to 4096 x 2160, High-quality 

HDMI ‘Type A’ connectors with heavy gold plated contacts provide solid and 

reliable connections. 

USB CABLES

HDMI 

Ultimate

The VDH HDMI Ultimate is the proud result of the design challenge to build the 

ultimate HDMI™ interface cable. Flawlessly transferring the HDMI™ High 

Speed (1.4) standard's gigantic amount of digital data. Supports display 

modes/resolutions up to and including 1080i; warranted for lengths up to 25 

meters. Is equipped with professional quality metal body HDMI ‘Type A’ 

connectors with heavy gold plated contacts and full strain relief.

BULK BUY HDMI CABLES (BOX-LESS)

HDMI              

Flat SE

The HDMI Flat SE is a special edition of our HDMI Flat HEAC. We were able to 

reduce the cost considerably in reference to our “regular” HDMI Flat HEAC. No 

Redmere chip is needed and we can work with AWG 28 strands of tin plated 

high purity Oxygen Free Copper. The downside is this only works up to 3,0 

meter length. Supports display resolutions up to 4096 x 2160, High-quality 

HDMI ‘Type A’ connectors with heavy gold plated contacts provide solid and 

reliable connections. 

HDMI Flat 

HEAC

The VDH HDMI Flat HEAC our included unique design and material features 

provide unparalleled added value in terms of signal transport quality and 

fidelity. Fully compliant with the HDMI™ High Speed & Ethernet(v1.4) 

specification, Supports display modes/resolutions up to and including 1080p; 

warranted for lengths up to 10.0 meters. High-quality HDMI ‘Type A’ 

connectors with heavy gold plated contacts provide solid and reliable 

connections. 

The Sub 

Hybrid

The SUB Hybrid is a high quality RCA to RCA coaxial audio cable specifically 

designed to feed active subwoofers in home theatre and professional 

applications. As a member of our famous FUSION SERIES of interconnects, 

The SUB combines advanced developments in our amorphous Fusion 

conductor material with our well proven Linear Structured Carbon® technology 

to reach superior musical dynamics, timing and resolution in any active 

subwoofer application

HDMI CABLES

SUBWOOFER INTERCONNECTS

Mini Sub 

Hybrid

The MINI SUB Hybrid typically has been designed as an active subwoofer 

cable. This cable is extremely flexible and has an attractive cream colored 

jacket that blends easy in any interior, making it very suitable for longer length 

subwoofer cable applications and all interconnections where there is need for 

a very flexible, price-efficient cable. Available in XLR or RCA configuration.
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DESCRIPTION LENGTH  DEALER EX DEALER INC RRP

P/M $6.00

Per Roll $1,200.00

P/M $11.00

Per Roll $1,100.00

P/M $17.00

Per Roll $1,700.00

P/M $21.00

Per Roll $2,100.00

P/M $25.00

Per Roll $2,500.00

P/M $34.00

Per Roll $3,400.00

D-352 

Hybrid

High quality twin-lead (2x AWG 10) flat loudspeaker cable with a L.S.C.® saturated 

coating around the two heavy silver coated multistrand copper conductors. With 

durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket, brown metallic coloured with gold printing. Usable 

connectors: B-352, BC-8.3 or D.I.Y. Available on wooden 50 meter reels. 

P/M $57.00

Magnum 

Hybrid

Heavy, very high quality flexible flat twin-lead (2x AWG 8) loudspeaker cable with a 

L.S.C.® saturated coating around the two silver coated multistrand copper conductors. 

In a nice dark-red durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Usable connectors: BC-8.3, B-352. 

Available on wooden 50 meter reels. 

P/M $86.00

P/M $6.00

Per Roll

P/M $11.00

Per Roll

P/M $17.00

Per Roll

P/M $21.00

Per Roll

Clearwater

Flat twin-lead very flexible (AWG 14) loudspeaker cable with just one aim: the best 

quality sound transmission for the lowest price possible. With transparent durable 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Usable connectors: B-122, BC-4.5 or D.I.Y. Available on 

wooden 100 meter reels. 

Skyline 

Hybrid

Flat twin-lead copper and Linear Structured Carbon® coated Hybrid conductor flexible 

speaker cable (2x AWG 14). With sky-blue durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Usable 

connectors: B-122, BC-4.5 or D.I.Y. Available on wooden 100 meter reels.

Snowline

Flat twin-lead very flexible (2x AWG 14) speaker cable with white durable 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. The white jacket is made of HULLIFLEX ® 3, a superior 

insulation material exhibiting a very good mechanical protection and a high chemical 

stability. Usable connectors: B-122, BC-4.5 or D.I.Y.  Available on wooden 100 meter 

reels. 

BULK BUY TWIN LEAD LOUDSPEAKER CABLE 

We would like your bulk entry level speaker cable business and would like to offer you some special pricing to help you make that decision! All we ask is 

that you stock at least 2 varieties of speaker cables to qualify for these prices….

Twin
2 x 1,23 mm² diameter OFC lead speaker cable, specifically designed for installation 

projects. Also excellent for in-house applications. With either transparent or red Hulliflex 

jacket.  Available on wooden 200 meter reels.

CS-122 

Hybrid

Twin-lead version of the CS - 12 HF (2x AWG 12). Flat loudspeaker cable, with a 

L.S.C.® saturated coating around the two dense silver coated very pure copper 

multistrand conductors. With durable HULLIFLEX®(*) cream jacket. Usable 

connectors: B-352, BC-6.5 or D.I.Y. Available on wooden 100 meter reels. 

Clearwater

Flat twin-lead very flexible (AWG 14) loudspeaker cable with just one aim: the best 

quality sound transmission for the lowest price possible. With transparent durable 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Usable connectors: B-122, BC-4.5 or D.I.Y. Available on 

wooden 100 meter reels. 

Arctic
Flat twin-lead (2x AWG12) flexible loudspeaker cable with white durable HULLIFLEX® 

jacket. This is the heavier version of our well known The SNOWLINE. Usable 

connectors: B-352, BC-3 or D.I.Y. Available on wooden 100 meter reels. 

Skyline 

Hybrid

Flat twin-lead copper and Linear Structured Carbon® coated Hybrid conductor flexible 

speaker cable (2x AWG 14). With sky-blue durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Usable 

connectors: B-122, BC-4.5 or D.I.Y. Available on wooden 100 meter reels.

Snowline

Flat twin-lead very flexible (2x AWG 14) speaker cable with white durable 

HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. The white jacket is made of HULLIFLEX ® 3, a superior 

insulation material exhibiting a very good mechanical protection and a high chemical 

stability. Usable connectors: B-122, BC-4.5 or D.I.Y.  Available on wooden 100 meter 

reels. 

TWIN LEAD LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

Twin
2 x 1,23 mm² diameter OFC lead speaker cable, specifically designed for installation 

projects. Also excellent for in-house applications. With either transparent or red Hulliflex 

jacket.  Available on wooden 200 meter reels.
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RRP

Teatrack 

Hybrid

Twin version of the CS - 122 HYBRID (AWG 12). Flat four-lead loudspeaker cable, with 

a L.S.C.® saturated layer around dense silver coated very pure copper multistrand 

conductors. With cream coloured durable HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Usable connectors: B-

352 or BC-6.5. Available on wooden 50 meter reels. 

P/M $69.00

Inspiration 

Hybrid

High quality 4 lead gold coloured outer jacket loudspeaker cable in Fusion Technology. 

The four internal conductors have separate L.S.C.® layers and an extra centre lead for 

grounding. This cable gives an excellent sound quality. Usable connectors: BC-3 

(biwiring) or BC-5 (normal wiring). Available on wooden 50 meter reels

P/M $199.00

CS - 12
Very flexible 12 Gauge heavy silver coated multi-strand high purity copper wire 

designed for amplifier, loudspeaker, and loudspeaker rewiring cable with 

durable  HULLIFLEX®(*) jacket. Available on wooden 250 meter reels.

P/M $9.00

SCS-12

Very high quality heavy silver coated extreme pure copper 11 Gauge very high 

quality amplifier and loudspeaker interconnect. Also very useful for tube-

amplifier (re-)wiring. PTFE insulated. Available in black, brown, red, orange, 

yellow, green, blue, purple or white

P/M $44.00

MC-10 

Special
$1,699.00

MC-ONE 

Special
$1,899.00

Frog $2,999.00

Crimson $5,999.00

The MC-ONE Special is a custom hand built moving coil cartridge, Special selected version of the 

MC - 10 Special with 0.65 mV at  5.6 cm/sec output. With GRASSHOPPER front pole, solid boron 

cantilever and an extra internal support magnet.

The FROG Standard is a custom hand built moving coil cartridges with the coil of a 

GRASSHOPPER III and the front pole and suspension of the GRASSHOPPER IV: the best 

cartridge available for its price. Output 0.65 mV at 5.6 cm/sec, matched crystal copper-wire coils, 

solid boron cantilever and an extra internal support magnet.

The CRIMSON is a top performance custom hand built moving coil phono cartridge. A crossbreed 

of our The CANARY and The CONDOR. This cartridge is available in natural light and dark wood 

colour as well as in a red coloured (also wooden) version. Specific characteristics for this great 

cartridge are a relatively high (0,65mV) output, gold coils, a Samarium-Cobalt magnet, extended 

channel separation and superb tracking ability.

PHONO CARTRIDGES

Precision handmade masterpieces. All Van den Hul cartridges are personally hand built and tuned by Dutch Master cartridge designer 

A.J. van den Hul. They are packed in attractive boxes, accompanied with all specific product properties and Mr. van den Hul’s 

personal signature. AVAILABLE SERVICES: CARTRIDGE REPAIR, MODIFICATION AND RE-TIPPING: 

The MC-10 Special is a Moving Coil cartridge with VDH-type 1 tip, solid boron cantilever, matched 

crystal silver-wire coils with high channel separation and 0.65 mV at  5.6 cm/sec output. Selected 

version of the DDT-II Special. With GRASSHOPPER front pole and an extra internal support 

magnet.

QUAD LEAD LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

INTERNANL AMP & SPEAKER CABLE
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RRP

The Head shell 

Link Set
4 Coloured Tone Arm to Cartridge Cable Set Set $79.00

The Solution
Non-chemical Solution which protects the metal of connectors or cables 

against chemical deterioration
Ea $55.00

The Polarity 

Checker
 Helps enhance your audio system's resolution by minimising its residual 

ground currents
Ea $45.00

Lead-Free 

Silver Solder
Quality Lead-Free Silver Solder Kg $499.00

C-1.0 Single 1mm Head shell Connector (gold) Ea $3.50

C-1.2 Single 1.2mm Head shell Connector (gold) Ea $4.00

C-5.5 Single 5.5mm RCA Connector (red or blue) Ea $25.00

C-7.3 Single 7.3mm RCA Connector (red or blue) Ea $29.00

C-8.4 Single 8.4mm RCA Connector (red or blue) Ea $29.00

Gold Plated Spade / Banana Type Connector (suit up to 14AWG) 4 PACK $55.00

Heavy Duty Spade Connector Ea $35.00

Heavy Duty Banana Connector Ea $39.00

Heavy Duty Spade Connector Ea $35.00

Heavy Duty Banana Connector Ea $39.00

Gold plated, with blue, red, green, white or black band. Ea $19.00

Straight or Right Angle Tone Arm Connector Ea $75.00THE TAC  (Tone arm Connector)

BERRI Bus Connector 6.5mm

BERRI Bus Connector 6.5mm

BERRI Bus Connector 8.3mm Spade

BERRI Bus Connector 8.3mm Banana

BNC - RCA Adapter

Connectors

DIY Connectors

Accessories
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